group tours: general info

DiVE tour confirmation

Name: _________________________
Date: __________________________
Number of people: ______

rules & etiquette

~ DiVE equipment is extremely expensive and highly fragile! ~

- Keep a calm, respectful demeanor while in the DiVE (no rough-housing).
- Visitors must not touch the equipment until instructed to do so.
- Shoe covers are provided. Bare feet are not recommended.
- Food & drinks must be kept in the lobby outside the DiVE.

what to expect

- Tour groups must show up 5 minutes prior to start of tour.
- Please bring 2 signed copies of the attached “Terms & Conditions” form with you.
- A group of 4 – 5 people enter the DiVE at a time for a 15 – 20 minute interval.
- Each group should be outside of the DiVE and ready to enter at appointed time.
- A large lobby is located outside the DiVE. If you have a large group of teens, we encourage you to bring activities to keep them occupied (games, cards, journals, books) while waiting for their turn in the DiVE.
- Middle-school groups must have a chaperone present with them in the DiVE (i.e., a chaperone will be one of the 4 – 5 people entering the DiVE with the students).
- For other things to do at Duke before or after your DiVE tour, go to: http://admissions.duke.edu/setting/thingstodo
At the end of tour, please sign the Services Received form we’ll provide.

directions

101 Science Dr. • Fitzpatrick/CIMAS bldg. • rm 1617A

~ See attached map of west campus for directions to parking deck ~

parking – Bryan Center parking deck (Science Dr.)

• Use the Visitor Parking entrance (follow signs on Science Dr.).
• Parking rate is $2 per hour for each car.
• Buses cannot park in the parking deck.

NOTE: Buses must park at Duke Gardens. It is a 15-minute walk through the gardens to the Fitzpatrick Bldg, and can be a little confusing. To save time, we recommend your bus drop off and pick up guests at the end of Science Dr. circle.

walking – parking deck to DiVE (5-min. walk)

• Use parking deck’s Science Dr exit. Turn right and walk to the end of Science Dr. (ends at a cul-de-sac/circle).
• Once at end, take the sidewalk forking off to the right. The Fitzpatrick building will be on your right.
• Pass the sign for the Fitzpatrick bldg, and enter through first door (on right) after sign.
• Enter the large lobby with staircase in the middle of it. The DiVE (rm 1617A) is on the back wall, behind the staircase.
• NOTE: Fitzpatrick has two wings with a breezeway connecting them overhead. Make sure you’re in the correct wing; the wing with Twinnie’s café is NOT the correct one!

DiVE contact information

• Joanne Grosshans, Program Coordinator: jaf46@duke.edu or (919) 660-5116
• DiVE office: (919) 660-8424